
Event Information for Employers

June 25, 2021. 
10am – 7pm. 

#TheBigBreak2021



Advertising industry players no longer battle it out with just one another to win the hearts and minds of next-
generation talent. Young talent with the aptitude, drive and personality to shape the future – the talent we 
all want – are also hot property with the various tech unicorns and media platforms of the world, they of the 
shiny toys and droolworthy perks.

Fortunately, there’s nowhere like the world of commercial creativity to have fun and create serious impact. 
After all, as the saying goes: advertising is (thankfully, still) “the most fun you can have with your clothes on.” 
And some of the industry’s best work has famously transformed businesses, cultures and lives – think Real 
Beauty, Think Different, Priceless and so many others.

The Big Break is an AAMS virtual career fair on 25th June 2021 where extraordinary talent meets an 
extraordinary industry.

As an employer looking to break into their world, here’s what you can expect:
• Reach: Access to a job seeking talent pool of 750 to 1,000 eager candidates, from a wide range of fields 

with over ten participating tertiary education institutions
• Visibility: First-mover advantage to get on their radars and engage them meaningfully
• Efficiency: Full digital booth experience management, visitor analytics and lead management

Read on to find a range of affordable packages for your participation!

As leaders of today, let’s do right by this industry we love and have built our careers in, so the next 
generation may do likewise. Please join me in putting our best foot forward at #TheBigBreak2021.

Chris Riley, Group Chairman Ogilvy Singapore & Malaysia
Council Member, AAMS

You’re invited to exhibit at the #TheBigBreak2021.



*non-exhaustive list of participating schools

Why participate?

Meet tomorrow’s gamechangers all in 
one centralised event.

• Connect your company with 750 - 1000 
high-quality candidates from Singapore’s 
finest highest education institutes.

Choose from a wider talent pool.

Industry-specific career fairs tend to invite a 
narrower range of candidates. Not this 
one. We’re inviting candidates from a wide 
range of backgrounds, from business, to 
communications, the humanities, technology, 
the sciences, and more.



Cover all bases with a 3-in-1 virtual career fair
Engage with highly qualified candidates through three simple ways.

Make your pitch to this year’s fresh 
young talent with your own virtual 
booth.

Set your organisation apart from the 
competition with your own branding and 
recruitment propositions, by using your 
own collateral and videos. Schedule how 
your booth will be staffed with your 
team.

Meet up with interested candidates 
through multiple formats.

Conduct a speaker session on a 
topic of your choice (limited 
availability).

Expect engaging discussions from the 
best and boldest thinkers in the 
industry. Ranging from AI to creativity, 
cookies to culture, these cutting-edge 
discussion sessions have been curated to 
appeal to the diverse viewership of 
talent across faculties.

Students can pre-book one-on-one 10 
minute face-to-face meetings with 
your team. You can also host your 
own networking session to speak 
with a group of 10 or 20 students 
about your organisation.



Be a host for  
Creative Net 
Chats. 

Want the chance to pick out your 
potential new creatives?

Sign up to participate in the Creative Net Chats, 
where your Creative Directors can get to review 
the portfolios of young talent eager to join the 
industry.

Our portfolio review nights have been the 
hallmark of past AAMS career fairs and a hot 
favourite among both employers and students 
alike, because it gives both parties the 
opportunity to find their potential dream fit 
and get a feel of how it might be like to work 
together!

This is open to all employers. 



Speak in one of 
the 8 speaker 
sessions.
Take to the (virtual) stage! Get in touch with us 
to indicate your interest in hosting a talk 
session.

Seize the opportunity to maximise airtime your 
organisation gets by speaking at one of the event’s 8 
pre-recorded speaker sessions (only as a confirmed 
exhibitor, with limited availability).

Whether it’s covering trends with the latest social 
media channels, or the future of advertising in a post-
cookie world, or maybe AI and transformation of our 
industry. There are no limits to the breadth and depth 
of provocative topics intended to showcase our 
industry to the hundreds of interested, bright, young 
job-seekers!



Key features of the virtual careers fair platform

Select from 4 tiers 
of packages with varying 
levels of coverage. 

Upload your company 
material on to the virtual 
platform for candidates to 
browse and download.

Fill out your employer profile 
bio, upload promotional 
collaterals (case studies, 
brochures, etc.) and videos 
prior to the event.

Meet with candidates 
throughout the day 
using multiple formats.
Visitors can pre-register for a 
solo chat with your 
representative or choose to 
attend a group networking 
chat you host at your booth. 
They can alternatively list 
down their contact details for 
a call back/email too after 
the event.

Identify who is interested 
in your company and 
engage.
View who is browsing 
and/or downloading your 
material, and follow up with 
booth visitors:
• Brochure Downloads
• Views Per Brochure
• Video Views
• Export call-back 

information of students

Build and nurture qualified 
connections post-event.

After the fair, access 
interested attendees’ 
resumes and virtual profiles 
to continue building on the 
conversation with individuals 
who fit your ideal criteria for 
joining your team.



Item Entitlement Per Unit Cost S$*

Booth A Unlimited number of Videos & Posters at Booth, Preferential Listing on Directory (A-List)
1 Rotational Banner, 1 Stinger, 1 Lower Third Banner, 
20-min Networking session with 20 students by 1 host
Post-Event Report
Pre-booked meetings with student attendees 
Up to 4 hosts at any 1 time

Member 3,000

Non-Member 3,500

Booth B 3 Videos + 5 Posters at Booth, Alphabetical listing after A-List, 
1 Rotational Banner, 
10-min Networking session with 10 students by 1 host
Post-Event Report
Pre-booked meetings with student attendees 
Up to 3 hosts at any 1 time

Member 2,200

Non-Member 2,700

Booth C 2 Videos + 3 Posters at Booth, Listing on Directory, 
Post-Event Report, 
Pre-booked meetings with student attendees 
Up to 2 hosts at any 1 time

Member 1,500

Non-Member 2,000

Booth D 1 Video + 2 Posters at Booth, Listing on Directory, 
Post-Event Report
Pre-booked meetings with student attendees 
1 host at any 1 time

Member 700

Non-Member 1,200

Company networking 
session

Additional 15-minute session 100 (20pax)
50 (10pax)

The Big Break Employer Packages: What’s in it for you?



Item Description

Rotational Banner Banner appearing on Student Timeline 
Dimensions: 870px Wide x 155px High

Stinger A 15-second-long intro graphic that appears before Talk Track

Lower Third Graphic overlay placed in the title-safe lower area of the screen 
Dimensions: 1920px Wide x 205px High

Sponsored Networking Session Each block of 10-minute session- per 10 persons + 1 Host 

It’s always more fun with your name in the lights.
Here’s what you’re getting: 



The Big Break 2021: Event Outline

Time Speaker Sessions

10:00 AM

To

7:00PM

Time Slot Topic Speakers Description

11.00am to 11.20am Talk Track 1*

Get in touch to express your 
interest to be a speaker and the 

topics you’re interested in.

These talk sessions are curated to 
offer the widest range of thought 

provoking topics, from 
advertising, branding, trends, 

research, MarTech, digital 
transformation and more.

Sign up to indicate interest to 
speak in one of these topics, 

subject to first come first serve 
basis.

11.20am to 11.45am Talk Track 2*

1.00pm to 1.20pm Talk Track 3*

1.20pm to 1.45pm Talk Track 4*

2.00pm to 2.20pm Talk Track 5*

2.20pm to 2.45pm Talk Track 6*

3.00pm to 3.20pm Talk Track 7*

3.20pm to 3.45pm Talk Track 8*

4.15pm to 5.15pm Creative Net Chat 1 
Sign your creative directors up to 

be a reviewer and have the 
chance to handpick the talent you 

want for your team. 

Format: 4 students will meet with 
4 Creative Directors over an hour, 

to review their portfolio. We 
will create a number of 

different break out rooms 
depending on Creative Directors 

attending.

5.45pm to 6.45pm Creative Net Chat 2

Engage with highly qualified candidates through three concurrent event tracks. 

*order and quantity tentative



Contact us now
jenny@aams.org.sg

+65 9848 7979

http://aams.org.sg

Book now

mailto:info@aams.org.sg
http://aams.org.sg/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fs5K5_jc-OQeKueR-ZruONYJpnF48a0t/view?usp=sharing


Appendix



Virtual Fair Mechanism 
(Student Journey)

Registration page
(pre-event) 

Welcome 
Lobby

Welcome 
Video pop-up

Attend Talk 
Track 

Go back to employer 
directory, or go for 

portfolio review



What to expect as a Student: 

Login page
Pre-event 

Registration page Welcome lobby

Welcome video Directory of employers Employer Page with Company 
material and Live Meeting feature



Student’s personal timeline 



Branding opportunities for Booths A & B Employers
Rotating Banner - (Limited to 10 employers)

SPONSOR BANNERS
870PX WIDE X 155PX HIGH



Branding opportunities for Booth A Employers
Lower-Third Sponsor Logo in Speaker Session Video

LOWER THIRD SPONSOR
1920PX WIDE X 205PX HIGH

Acceptance of talk sessions by employer subject to topics covered. Please check with AAMS 



Branding opportunities for Booth A Employers
Stinger – intro graphic 15 sec for employers before speaker session video

1920PX WIDE X 1080PX HIGH

Acceptance of talk sessions by employer subject to topics covered. Please check with AAMS 



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Brand purpose
1. Why does a brand need a purpose? 
2. Walking the talk: D&I in the workplace (women in tech; Embracing neurodiversity in the workplace, 

etc)
3. Who defines a brand’s purpose?
4. Why are companies all becoming B Corps and will the label mean less?

5. How much is too much? Brands, social activism, and social media. 

Social Media and Platforms

1. Should a brand use Twitch as a marketing channel?

2. Patreon, Substack, and Discord: What to know about creator platforms

3. Why would anyone pay more for what they can get on Fiverr?

4. The Clubhouse Dream: Do consumers want belonging more than status now?



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

(Pop) culture
1. Why you love the brands you love OR alternative title: BTS, SGAG AND XXXX: TALKING BRANDS 

IN POP CULTURE (put a pop culture spin on ad talk. Could talk about BTS as a brand as BTS is 
popular with Singapore Gen Zs. Also could talk about favourite Singapore meme pages (SGAG, 
yeolo.sg, etc.) and why they’re so loved , tying it to building an authentic brand.)

2. From Facebook to TikTok: How is the way we consume social media changing?
3. Why is Elon Musk so popular? Insights from branding/comms experts

4. Looking back on Dogecoin and Gamestop: Branding lessons 

a. Consumer insights/ research agency / advertising strategists 

5. Cultural Sameness: Imitation as a business strategy (Originality VS Copycat-ability)

6. How has Flex Culture shaped brands? (consumer insights/motivations behind the Flex 

commerce movement)

7. Lessons from fashion brands’ commercialization of subcultures

8. What does Retromania mean for brands?



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Power of Creative
1. The many roads to a good idea (Do all roads lead to Rome? CCOs on how they arrive at good ideas)
2. Creative thinking beyond creative departments
3. Building a culture of innovation (small agency and big agency representatives to talk, contrasting industry 

+ department too)
4. [Roundtable] Left Brain, Right Brain: Why commercial creativity needs data-backed thinking (this would be 

more of a digital transformation / evolution of agency in 2020s kind of content)
5. How do we address our own bias when sharing ideas?

Experience
1. How much can bad UX cost a company?

2. Why you love the apps you do: what are the essentials of a seamless customer experience?

3. Which came first: the medium, the message or the experience?

4. Is live-streaming a good way to reach out to audiences and grow a brand community? (PR, media and 

advertising speakers weigh in)

5. Customer loyalty/Brand loyalty topic: How do we get customers re-obsessed? 



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Media and Communications
1. What does a cookie-less future look like for advertising?  
2. What makes a good brand apology? E.g. KFC Oh Fck by Mother London
3. Advertising primarily deals with only one of the four Ps in the marketing mix. Is that a bad thing or a good one?

a. Bad: Narrow view; there’s more to marketing than communications
b. Good: Power of communications to reframe objective reality

4. “Good advertising is the fastest way to kill a bad product”? 
5. Is there good publicity, bad publicity, or just publicity?

6. Behavioural science: Changing behaviour through and beyond communications

7. Managing brand reputation in a cancel culture world
8. Is it possible for a company to truly apologize?

9. From Crowdfunding to subscription: what are emerging business models in the journalism world? / what are 

funding models to keep newspapers alive?

10. The Lifespan of Brands: How does a brand go forward after being cancelled? 
11. Is trendjacking lazy marketing? (cf: Bernie Sanders meme, SPH “umbrage”, etc)

12. The art of the Day 2 Story: Is rapid response reporting giving way to investigative pieces? 

13. What does the recent SPH restructuring mean for marketers?

14. Viral stunts: To execute, or not to execute?

15. What responsibilities come with the job of representing users/customers/consumers to organizations? 



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Disruption/ innovation/ digital transformation
1. The future of commerce: Will one-stop platforms like Amazon dominate, or will the internet empower 

anyone and everyone to run their own store? (Amazon v Shopify, ASOS/Zalora marketplaces vs individual 

sites, should brands who sell their products via online marketplaces do so with caution?)

2. Do people care about influencers anymore? Is AI taking over the content creator industry?
a. Provocation: are influencers much use/liked these days
b. Virtual influencers have been on the rise. Discussion on influencer marketing, how everyone is a 

content creator now, and future trends. 
3. Are we moving from the creator economy to the curator economy?

4. The stay-at-home economy and emerging opportunities for brands. (with nightlife an ever elusive dream, 

how can an alcohol brand situate itself in domestic entertainment moments instead?)

5. How will consultancies evolve in 2021 and beyond? (Will AI disrupt MBB). / What are the changing USPs of 

management consultancy?

6. Singapore’s status in the world of admarcom e.g. de facto regional hub (HK seems to be on the wane), 

origination vs adaptation

a. Next heyday of Singapore advertising after the 1980s?



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Brand
1. What fintech brands can teach traditional banks when it comes to engaging 

customers
2. Are “brand fails” really that big a deal? Are they fatal? Have any brands actually 

collapsed because of social media missteps, beyond copping a bit of flak in the 

moment? <Sounds like the same thing as your “brands in cancel culture” topic>

3. Building a cult brand: how has the formula for success changed?

4. Brand Reinventions: How to bring a brand back from the dead

5. Thai advertising is known for long-form content that makes you laugh or cry 

(sometimes both). What is the Singapore signature?

6. From logos to disappearing vowels: The art of the Rebrand (e.g. Singpass logo 

rebrand, BurgerKing rebrand, standard life Aberdeen -> abrdn, flattening of fonts, 

etc)

7. In a world obsessed with speed and iterative optimisation, does “slow branding” 

still have a place?



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Consumer Research

1. What happens when values-led communities shop unethically? (i.e. what happens when the researched consumer groups exhibit behaviour 

defying segmentation definitions and what this says about segmentation)

Careers
1. Small shop, big shop: Which one should you pick as your first stomping ground?
2. Can I be a digital nomad while holding down an agency job?
3. From fine art to commercial creativity: the many ways to break into advertising -> this is more 'careers talk' content on how the industry is inclusive 

and welcoming
4. Breaking into the industry in 2021: what are we looking for when we screen applications? 
5. Which functions do/don’t have a road to the top job?
6. “There’s no such thing as a future-proof job.”
7. It seems cool to diss school, talk about “what school doesn’t prepare you for”, finding a role unrelated to your field of study, etc. But what DOES 

school teach you, that’s actually valuable in this line?
8. A Day in the life of Strategists (panel should have not just brand strats, but growth strategists from tech companies, consultants, data strategists, 

business strategists, etc)
9. Does your first job determine the industry you’ll end up in? 
10. Life after agencies
11. What is my CEP: Do marketers max out at CMO?
12. Introversion in a seemingly extroverted industry
13. Building team culture remotely: Lessons from 2020 
14. Personal branding in early career (HR speakers + CSO + CCO )
15. Creative agencies created the copywriter-art director pairing, to the extent they move between jobs together. In the next lap of advertising and 

marketing, what other such joined-at-the-hip partnerships will emerge?

16. Unlikely paths into xxx jobs



Speaker Sessions: Potential Topics
We weren’t joking when we said that the possibilities are endless.

Data and Technology
1. Do you need a tech degree to do tech?
2. Will AI take away my job soon?
3. #Roundtable: Is your phone spying on you? Probably. 

o Talk about tracking pixels, data privacy, transparency, ethics
4. Will more data make marketers market better?
5. Everyone lies: Why survey data is not enough

o Talk for research agencies, social listening, and tech 
6. How does AI help in Behaviour Change research?
7. Is data the future of customization?

8. Rooting out algorithmic bias in AI: 

o Ethical ramifications of algorithmic bias

o Financial and reputational consequences for businesses 

o Algorithmic solutions to algorithmic bias: techniques

9. How is technology changing the PR and Communications industry? 

10. How can marketers leverage AI to spot customer trends?

11. How will apple’s iOS 14 update affect marketers? 

12. Is OpenAI’s GPT3 coming for creative work? (topics: Dentsu’s GPT powered content engine writing copy, the limits of machine creativity, how to keep your job)
13. What are key trends in data-driven storytelling? (tools to use, best viz practices)
14. What to learn from Travis Scott’s Fortnite concert: Incorporating Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality into consumer engagement marketing strategies

15. NFTs: What to know from a marketing perspective

16. Branding lessons from Viral/Meme accounts  

17. How technology will save retail: Recreating brick and mortar customer journeys with Augmented Reality (AR)


